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Governor's Speech
As a regulatory as well as supervisory authority of banks and financial institutions and the central Bank in
Bangladesh, the main objectives of Bangladesh Bank (BB) are to attain and retain financial discipline, financial
stability and financial integrity at an expected level. With a view to achieving these objectives, it is moral
responsibility of BB to motivate the banks and financial institutions (FIs) to provide technology-based standard,
sound, secured, hassle-free banking services to their customers. In a word, our commitment is to stop any
customer harassment and thereby to protect customers' interest. With this sentiment, firstly, 'Help Desk' was
established on 16.03.2011, then Customers' Interest Protection Center (CIPC) was established on 05.09.2011 and
thereafter, the Financial Integrity and Customer Services Department (FICSD) was established on 25.07.2012 as a
complete department. It is my strong belief that this department is working as a new platform for settling any
complaint against banks while the customers are facing any harassment in banks and FIs. It is very clear from
the Annual Report, 2014-2015 that in one side, the number of customers has been increased, volume of banking
services has been expanded and with that the number of complaints has been increased gradually due to
ongoing financial inclusion programs, banking product diversity and IT-based banking services; on the other
hand, the resolution rate of complaints has also been increased and thus enhancement of customers'
satisfaction has been ensured. So it is explicit that the FICSD along with other banks and the FIs have continued
their initiatives silently to achieve discipline, integrity, trustworthiness in banking sector. Besides this, "The
Guidelines for Customer Services and Complaint Management" issued by the FICSD is playing a greater role in
providing excellent customer services, grievance redressal and customer interest protection. I am really happy
to know that the FICSD, like previous years, is going to publish an annual report (2014-2015) on the basis of its
last one year's performance. I expect that this department will continue its efforts in establishing a disciplined,
neutral, safe, responsible, dependable and credible banking sector in Bangladesh and this effort will play an
effective role in protecting customers' interests.
My heartiest felicitations to all officials of this department.

Dr. Atiur Rahman
Governor

Deputy Governor's Speech
The FICSD is running with a view to protecting customers' interests, achieving financial integrity and
maintaining financial discipline in the banking sector from the year 2012. FICSD and other departments of
Bangladesh Bank are conducting on-site and off-site supervision regularly with a view to detecting any
irregularities, malpractices, corruptions, customer harassments etc. in banking sector. In spite of routine
inspection, a short code telephone number 16236 and web-based complaint box have been established and
published in national print and electronic media so that a customer can at least lodge his complaint or can get
any remedy when he will be a victim of any harassment in banks, that is, no event of any harassment or
irregularity or malpractice will be hidden and tolerated. Thus, FICSD of BB has become well known as a new
window or stage for submitting complaints against a bank. Not only this, Bangladesh Bank instructed all banks
and FIs to constitute 'Customer service and Complaint Management Cell' in their offices with the same purpose.
Besides this, Bangladesh Bank circulated "The Guidelines for Customer Services and Complaint Management'
and provided guidance thereby to the banks and FIs to establish institutional frame work for complaint
management, establish institutional ethics and culture, formulate code of conduct for employees, service
standard, customer charter, customer-banker responsibility, customer awareness program and proper complaint
management system and even to take punitive action against responsible officials or to reward their officials for
good performance in all banks. As a result, the level of staff awareness, responsibility and responsiveness and
alertness have already been enhanced in banks and FIs. Bangladesh Bank has taken many other new steps for
submitting complaints easily and settlement thereof, such as mobile apps. These initiatives of Bangladesh Bank
have become admirable in towns and villages and abroad. This department already received thousands of
complaints and settled them all. I am really happy to know that the FICSD, like previous years, is going to publish
an annual report (2014-2015) on its last one year's performance. I expect that this report will express and
increase goodwill, integrity and responsiveness about the activities of this department to the general public
and customers' trust and confidence will be stronger on banks and FIs.

Shitangshu Kumar Sur Chowdhury
Deputy Governor

Executive Summary
With a view to having a remedy while customers facing to any harassment, irregularity or malpractice in getting
banking and financial services, firstly the "Help Desk" and thereafter Customers' interest Protection Centre
(CIPC)", and lastly a full-fledged department named "Financial Integrity and Customer Services Department"
was established in Bangladesh Bank as the last resort for submission of complaints. Complaints can be lodged
directly to this department by dialing a short code number 16236 through any mobile phone and landline
during the office hour in all working days except weekly and govt. holidays. There are opportunities to send
complaint through Fax, SMS, web site, e-mail, social communications media, post office and direct contact.
Besides receiving complaint, the department gives replies to any queries through this short code phone
number to the people of home and abroad who are expecting to take banking services. The short code number
is being circulated frequently in the electronic and the print media. Besides, for convenient of the people of all
areas of the country "CIPC" is working in 10 (ten) branch offices of Bangladesh Bank and "Customer Services and
Complaint Management Cells" have also been set up in the Head Offices and Regional Offices of all the
scheduled banks and Financial Institutions. The department has also circulated a complete guideline named
"Guidelines for Customer Services and Complaint Management" for providing proper and uniform guidance to
all Banks/FIs in order to set up and exercise institutional ethical standards, code of conduct for the
employees, customer charter, bankers-customers responsibilities, customer awareness program and even to
establish Central Customer Services and Complaint Management Cell in head office, zonal office and branch
level providing opportunities to lodge complaint and effective complaint management. The noble objectives
behind the establishment of the department, such as customer interest protection or retaining the confidence
of customers in the banking and financial institutions have been achieved within only three years. There is no
denying the fact that the department has been able to fulfill, at least partially, the desired need of banking
services of the people by solving more than 4,000 complex complaints and answering thousands of queries and
questions. This department generally tries to solve the complaint within 03 (three) working days by analyzing
the information collected through telephone or e-mail from banks. If the case is of a more complex one, the
department gathers required information through onsite inspection conducted by its Vigilance and Anti-fraud
Division. In a country like ours, where the banking system is beset with innumerable problems, it is not
important how many complaints are resolved, rather the importance lies in its being successful in reaching the
message to the people of every corner of the country that now there is, at least, a resort to get solution of the
unnecessary harassment in getting banking services. Now peoples hold a positive attitude towards the FICSD
for its quick complaint resolution trend. So, to honor the belief and expectation of the people, the FICSD will
continue its effort to upgrade the standard of banking services of the country to the international level.
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1. Introduction :
Banks/Financial Institutions (FIs), now-a-days, are not only profit making institutions, rather these are the
organizations that provide financial services to the people. The banking system in Bangladesh is still the most
important channel for delivery of financial services. And that is why, the matter of customer services is the prime
factor in the banking industry. So the matter of customer-service is considered as the prime factor for their
earnings, growth and existence in the market competition. As the supervising and controlling authority of banks
and financial institutions of the country, Bangladesh Bank has kept a keen eye on the standardization of
customer-service along with maintaining stability in the financial market. With the rapid expansion of banking
network within the country, the demands and expectations for services of the customers are increasing rapidly
and therefore, the quality and content of dispensation of services to the customers has come under tremendous
pressure mainly owing to the failure to handle the soaring demands and expectations of the customers. With a
view to ensuring hassle-free smooth banking services for innumerable clients of both home and abroad and to
uphold the standard of services of our banks at international level, a full-fledged department named "Financial
Integrity and Customer Services Department (FICSD)" was opened at Bangladesh Bank. The department has
been playing an important role in bringing a financial discipline by resolving various types of complaints of the
customers, developing the banker-customer relationship and protecting the interest of the customers.

2. Terms of References of Financial Integrity and Customer Services Department (FICSD) :
There are three divisions under the Financial Integrity and Customer Services Department (FICSD), namelyA. Customer Services Division (CSD)
B. Vigilance and Anti-Fraud Division (VAD)
C. Technical Services Division (TSD)
A. Functions of the Customer Services Division (CSD) :
Formulating the guidelines to determine the role of the Board of Directors and the necessary structures
and activities in the area of Customer Services and Consumer Protection.
Formulating, revising and developing the policy and procedures related to the resolution of customers'
complaints from BB's side, as well as minimum standards of performance by the banks and other
Regulated Entities (REs) when a customer complaint is received by BB.
Formulating policy and guidelines on consumer rights, including interest rate and fee disclosures.
Taking necessary action on the written complaints:
Filtration of the complaints.
Invitation of the opinion/comments/explanation of the concerned banks on the complaints.
Analyzing the opinion/comment/explanation sent by the concerned banks and putting up the cases
with recommendations.
Implementation of the decision.
Preparing the summary and statement of the complaints received by the Department and submitting
the same to the Governor on a monthly basis.
Maintaining all time communication with the FICSD of the branch offices of Bangladesh Bank,
monitoring their activities, and preparing the consolidated statement on the basis of the monthly
statements of complaints received from the branch offices, analyzing and transmitting the same to the
G.M and implementing an appropriate, timely, and relevant decision.
Monitoring the "Complaint Cells" of scheduled banks and other REs and preparing the report after
analysis of the quarterly reports received from the scheduled banks and other REs, transmitting the same
to the higher authority and implementing the decision.
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Receiving the complaints sent over/by telephone, mobile, e-mail and fax during office time on all the
working days (except weekends or government holidays).
Responding to the incoming calls in time and giving answers to the query of the public.
Performing other related works.
B. Functions of the Vigilance and Anti-Fraud Division (VAD) :
To conduct on-site inspection on consumer complaints which are of a complex nature or that cannot be
solved without spot verification.
To implement decisions, taken on the basis of on-site inspection/spot verification requiring corrective
action by the banks and other REs regarding legitimate and serious complaints.
To inspect banks and other REs for the early warning signs of internal and external fraud and the
effectiveness of their internal controls to prevent fraud in cooperation with the other supervision
departments.
To conduct investigations proactively when there is a probable cause of fraud with banks and other
financial institutions, Money Changers, MLM Companies, NGOs etc. and take necessary action on the
basis of the findings of the investigation including making criminal referrals when appropriate.
To promote accurate reporting of internal and external fraud at banks and other REs in the news media in
a manner that avoids spurious accusations and reassures customers that BB is aware of and taking action
against, fraudulent activities.
To preserve the outstanding findings of the investigation/on-site inspection in the corporate memory.
To conduct on-site inspection on any other subject/ complaint as per instruction of the higher authority.
To perform other relevant activities.
C. Functions of the Technical Services Division (TSD) :
Developing and disseminating policies and guidelines governing the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) activities of banks and other REs, in the areas of audit, business continuity/disaster
recovery, development and acquisition, electronic banking, information security, outsourcing, and retail
payments.
Conducting in-house training and organizing external training for ICT inspectors.
Conducting on-site inspections to determine compliance with policies and guidelines in cooperation
with DBIs.
Cooperating with the Vigilance and Fraud Prevention Division in investigating cases of possible misuse
of the ICT systems for fraudulent purposes.

3. Recent Important Works of the Department :
a) By analyzing the root causes of all complaints received in this department, it is found that customers are
facing irregularity, malpractice and harassment in banks due to various causes, such as lack of service
standard, code of conduct, customer charter, customer awareness program, institutional framework for
grievance redressal etc. In such a situation, it was essential to circulate a uniform guideline for banks to
ensure uninterrupted, elegant and organized customer service and complaint settlement. Under this
consideration, FICSD has issued a guideline titled 'Guidelines for Customer services and Complaint
management' for banks and financial institutions in the beginning of this fiscal year.
The mentionable instructions are as follows:
To set up 'Customer service and complaint management cell' in the head office or the country office level
of all banks and financial institutions.
To establish and exercise some institutional ethics and principles like transparency, integrity and equity,
accountability, security and authenticity in banks and financial institutions.
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To develop a code of conduct for customer service related officials.
To formulate a service standard in each bank and financial institution.
To prepare a customer charter stating banker/customers' rights and obligations for each bank and FI.
To conduct customer awareness and financial education program to reduce fraud, forgery and customer
harassment in the banking sector.
To facilitate the customers to lodge their complaints easily by any means.
To send periodical statement to Bangladesh bank showing the number of complaints received, settled
and unsettled.
To keep provision for reward and punishment for Bank/FI's officials on the basis of complaint resolution
status
To formulate proper policy by conducting root cause analysis of complaint sources of bank/FIs.
As a result of circulating the said guidelines, institutional framework for complaint lodgment and settlement
has been established, quality service standard has been achieved and banker-customer awareness has been
created.
b) A software titled 'Complaint Monitoring System' has been developed by the FICSD with the help of IT
Operation and Communication Department (ITOCD) with a view to preserving all information relating to
complaints received, settled and unsettled; analyzing causes and nature of complaints; generating various
reports and dashboard etc.

4. Working procedure of the department :
The activities of the FICSD have been designed in a way to accomplish the tasks quickly and easily having a far
reaching effect. FICSD, at the Bangladesh Bank's Head Office, closely monitors the complaints arising out of the
harassment, faced by the customers in getting services from banks and in the branch offices of Bangladesh Bank
there are Customer Interest Protection Centres (CIPCs) that also monitor and settle complaint received from
financial customers. Besides, "Customer Service and Complaint Management Cell" has also been set up in all the
Head Offices, Regional Offices and in the branch offices of the scheduled banks and Financial Institutions.
Complainants can lodge their complaints to their nearest regional/branch offices of the banks/FIs. Again, they
can also put the issue to the nearest branch office of Bangladesh bank. If the branches cannot solve the issue,
they may send it to the FICSD in Bangladesh Bank's Head office. Regional Offices of the banks and FIs send
monthly/quarterly statements to their Head Office a copy of which is sent to the CIPC of the nearest branch of
Bangladesh Bank. Complaint Cells in the banks' head offices compile and consolidate the statements, received
from their regional offices and then send the monthly/quarterly statements so consolidated to the FICSD in
Bangladesh Bank's Head office, Dhaka through the web portal. Similarly, Bangladesh Bank's branch offices also
prepare monthly statements incorporating the total number of received complaints, resolved and unresolved
cases and send it to the FICSD. In this way FICSD is monitoring the complaints of the customers across the
country. At the same time, FICSD in Bangladesh Bank's Head Office, Dhaka directly receives complaints against
banks/FIs and takes quick initiative to resolve those either by communicating with the banks/FIs or by
conducting inquiry into the concerned institutions.

5. Means of receiving complaints :
FICSD receives complaints from the complainants through phone, fax, SMS, websites, mail/email and some
popular social communications media round the week except weekly and government holidays during the
office hours. The Center also receives complaints directly from the complainants.
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6. Logistics :
The FICSD is equipped with required logistics so that the complainants from home and abroad can easily
communicate with it and lodge their complaints to the division quickly. Every desk of the department has been
provided with a desktop computer with internet connection. Moreover, there is a short code in the department
bearing number '16236'. This short code is connected with 5(five) T&T direct lines in auto-hunting system. As a
result, anyone can easily communicate with the department through this short code. It is a remarkable
advancement in providing customer services to the people and safeguarding their interest. It is expected that
the department will be able to provide more satisfaction to the customers with increased logistic support in
near future.

7. Answering to Questions :
It is to be noted that the activities of FICSD are not only limited to receiving complaints from the people but it
also covers answering the customers' numerous queries related to banking and financial services. People of
different strata of the society are asking multifarious questions to the officers of the CSD of the FICSD and CIPCs
at the branches of the Bangladesh Bank over telephone or cell phone every day and they are instantly
responding them to those questions. If any question cannot be answered instantly, concerned officer informs it
to the questioner later after collecting necessary information from the respective department of the bank.
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) have been collected from different departments of Bangladesh Bank so that
the officers can enrich themselves and promptly answer various questions. In this way answering the queries of
people at home and abroad the FICSD's officers are working hard for delivering customer services to general
people.

8. Publicity :
The FICSD also takes initiative to publicize its activities to the general public along with answering the queries
of the customers and resolving the written complaints. FICSD has launched a short code number 16236 so that
the people of all walks life can easily lodge their complaints or can get the answers to their queries from the
Division just by dialing a short code number. In order to publicize the number to the public FICSD has taken the
following measures:On last 19-01-2012 the short code (16236) was formally inaugurated by the Governor in the presence of
all representatives of banks and journalists of print and electronic media in a ceremony, held in the
conference hall of the bank and from the same day the short code was also advertised both in print and
electronic media ( BTV, Channel I, ATN Bangla and Radios).
Necessary measures have been taken to append the STICKER containing the short code (16236) at the
cash counter of each branch of Banks and Financial Institutions so that the customer can easily lodge
their complaints when they face harassment.
Arrangement has also been made to keep the DESK DISPLAY containing the short code (16236) on the
table of the front desk officer of each branch of Banks and Financial Institutions.
The short code number is delivered to all the mobile phone users through SMS with the help of the
BTRC.
The Phone and FAX number, e-mail ID, address of the FICSD are also published in the web-site of
Bangladesh Bank. Besides, a complainant can immediately lodge his grievances just by filing up the
electronic complaint form in the web-site of Bangladesh Bank.
Apart from these, in the 132nd meeting of EMT, dated 14-03-2012 a decision has been taken to advertise
the short code number in the Television and frequently read National Dailies in every three months'
interval to make the people know the activities of the FICSD. The decision also has already been
executed.
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9. Statistical Statement of the activities of FICSD :
The department receives complaints over telephone, mobile, e-mail, mail, fax, SMS and some social
communications media from all over the country and abroad. The three divisions of this department namely
CSD, VAD and TSD are working to protect the interests of the bank customers who were once afraid of the
decorated chamber of the bank authority. Since inception up to 30 June, 2015 the summary of the complaints
received in the FICSD is shown in the following table:

Table-1 : Complaints dealt by FICSD: At a glance
Number of Complaints Received
Period

March 28, 2011
to
June 30, 2015

Over Phone

Written

Total

4,856

10,064

14,920

Resolution
Resolved

Unsolved

Rate

14,920

00

100%

The above table shows that during the period from March, 2011 to June, 2015 a total of 14,920 complaints were
received by the department. Among those complaints, 4,856 were received over phone and 10,064 in written
form. After receiving the complaints, action has been taken instantly by the department and all the complaints
have already been resolved. The rate of resolution is 100 %. This does not mean that all complainants have found
their remedies. It was not possible to provide remedies where the complaints could not be proved and the
complaints were sub-judiced.

10. Month-wise Statement and Trend of complaints received :
The month-wise statement of the total complaints (3,930) received only in the fiscal year 2014-2015 is shown in
the following table:

Table-2 : Month-wise statement of complaints
Month

No. of Complaints Received over Phone

No. of Complaints Received in Written Form

Total No. of Complaints

1

2

3

4(2+3)

Jul/ '14

75

211

286

Aug/ '14

103

235

338

Sep/ '14

67

294

361

Oct/ '14

77

134

211

Nov/ '14

123

184

307

Dec/ '14

118

225

343

Jan/ '15

86

191

277

Feb/ '15

80

196

276

Mar/ '15

76

239

315

Apr/ '15

53

197

250

May/ '15

147

199

346

Jun/ '15
Total

383

237

620

1,388

2,542

3,930
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Figure-01 : Trend of Complaints received
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The above table and figure exhibit that the highest number of complaints over phone (383) was received in the
month of June, 2015 and the highest number of written complaints (294) in September, 2014. On the other
hand, the number of complaints over phone was lowest in the month of Aril, 2015 and the lowest number of
written complaints was received in October, 2014. Total number of complaints fluctuated over the Fiscal Year
with the lowest in the month of October, 2014 and reached the peak (620) in June, 2015. Notable that the
number of complaints is showing a positive trend and this may be due to the increased public awareness
created by the publicity of functions of this department and short code number 16236 both in print, electronic
media and through sending SMS to the people's mobile phones by different mobile phone operators.

11. Category-wise complaints :

Table-3 : Complaints received over phone
Category of Complaints

No. of Complaints

General Banking

841

Loans & Advances

208

Cards Related

82

Mobile Banking

52

Trade Bills Related

21
38

Remittances

146

Miscellaneous

1,388

Total
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Figure-02 : Graphical view of category-wise complaints received over phone
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Table-4 : Complaints received in written form
Category of Complaints

No. of Complaints

General Banking
Loans & Advances
Local Bills Related
Foreign Bills Related
Cards Related
Bank Guarantee
Mobile Banking
Remittances
Miscellaneous
Total

520
462
412
368
146
87
39
26
482
2,542

Figure-03 : Graphical view of category-wise complaints received in written form
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A wide variety of complaints are received in the FICSD. The analysis of the complaints received over phone
shows that most of the complaints were about general banking (60.59%), 14.99% of the complaints were about
loans and advances, 5.91% about cards, 3.75% about mobile banking, 2.74% about remittances, 1.51% about
trade bills related and 10.51% were miscellaneous complaints.
On the other hand, the analysis of the complaints received in written form, shows that most of the complaints
were about trade bills related which is about 30.69% (16.21% about local bills related and 14.48% about foreign
bill related) of the total complaints. Then 20.46% about general banking related, 18.17% about loans and
advances, 5.74% about cards, 3.42% about bank guarantees, 1.53% about mobile banking, 1.03% about
remittances and miscellaneous complaints were 18.96%.

12. Comparative Statistics of the Complaints Received and Resolved by the Department :
Table-5 :
Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year

2012-2013

2013-2014

2014-2015

Complaints Received

4,296

4,476

3,930

Complaints Resolved

2,941

4,291

3,930

Rate of Resolution

68.46%

95.87%

100%

Items

The above table shows that in the financial year 2013-14 the number of complaints was increased by 4.19%
than that of the previous financial year 2012-13 but in financial year 2014-2015 the number of complaints
decreased by12.20% compared to that in the financial year 2013-2014. On the other hand, the rate of resolution
of complaints increases by 31.54% and 4.13% in financial year 2014-2015 compared to that in the financial years
2012-2013 and 2013-2014 respectively. The comparative statistics of the received and resolved complaints are
shown below with bar diagram.

Figure-04 : Comparative figures of the received & resolved complaints in
the Fiscal year 2012-2013, 2013-2014 and 2014-2015
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13. Statistics of Bank-group-wise complaints :
Figure-05 : Statistics of Bank-group-wise complaints
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The figure indicates that the highest numbers of complaints were received against Private Commercial Banks
which is 55.98% of total complaints. Then complaints received against State-owned Commercial Banks were
28.13%, Foreign Commercial Banks 5.86%, Specialized Banks 3.82%, and Financial Institutions other than Banks
were 5.82% of total complaints.

14. Top 10 Banks in respect of Complaints Received in Written form :
The list of top 10 Banks on the basis of complaints received in written form at FICSD in the financial year 2014-15
is shown in the following table.

Table-06 : Top 10 Banks on the basis of written complaints received
Sl. No.

Name of Banks

Total Complaints Received in Written form

01

Sonali Bank Limited

256

02

BRAC Bank Limited

175

03

Rupali Bank Limited

149

04

Agrani Bank Limited

140

05

Islami Bank Bangladesh Limited

123

06

Janata Bank Limited

106

07

Bangladesh Krishi Bank

82

08

Standard Chartered Bank

79

09

Dutch-Bangla Bank Limited

70

10

National Bank Limited

59

Table-6 shows that in respect of volume of written complaints received at FICSD, the highest number of
complaints (256) was received against Sonali Bank Ltd, a State-Owned Commercial Bank. Among other StateOwned Commercial Banks, Rupali Bank Limited, Agrani Bank Limited and Janata Bank Limited are in the third,
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fourth and sixth position respectively in terms of number of written complaints received against them. Among
the private commercial banks, Brac Bank Ltd. (175) is in the first position and is second in terms of written
complaints received against all banks. Among the Specialized banks, highest numbers of written complaints
were received against Bangladesh Krishi Bank. On the other hand, Standard Chartered Bank is in the first
position among the foreign commercial bank (8th in the list).

15. Special Inspections Conducted by the Department during 2014-2015 :
a) Vigilance and Anti-fraud Division of the Department (FICSD) keeps constant vigilance on the banking sector
of Bangladesh to prevent and minimize corruption and fraud-forgeries through complaints management
system and special inspections. Many of the special inspections are carried out on the basis of complaints
received from various sources, while some are carried out pro-actively or as per the instruction of the senior
management.
b) A comprehensive analysis representing number of inspections conducted by the FICSD during 2014-15 is
given below:
Name of Bank Group

No. of Special Inspection

State-owned Commercial Banks(SoCBs)
Specialized Banks
Private Commercial Banks (PCBs)
Foreign Commercial Banks (FCBs)
Total

28
00
94
05
127

It appears from the above table that the highest numbers of special inspections were carried out in private
commercial banks (PCBs) which is 94 out of total 127 inspections. Inspections conducted in State-owned
Commercial Banks (SoCBs) were 28 and Foreign Commercial Banks (FCBs) were 5.
a) During 2014-15, special inspections conducted by the VAD of FICSD unearthed a number of fraudulent
transactions and malpractices in banks which prevented those to become extended. Good governance and
internal control system of banks is considered the first line of defense against fraud-forgeries and
malpractices. Constant vigilance and on-going special inspections of the department played supportive role
to strengthen the corporate governance and internal control systems of banks. With a view to ensuring
transparent, stable and sound financial sector FICSD will continue to play its role.
b) Bank wise (selected top 7 banks) inspections conducted by FICSD during 2014-15 are also given below:
Sl. No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07

Name of Banks

No. of Special Inspections

Agrani Bank Limited
Farmers Bank Limited
United Commercial Bank Limited
Sonali Bank Limited
NCC Bank Limited
NRB Commercial Bank Ltd.
Premier Bank Ltd.

14
09
07
06
05
05
05

This table shows that highest number inspections (14) were conducted in the Agrani bank limited. Farmers
bank limited is in the second, United Commercial bank is in the third, Sonali bank Ltd. is in the fourth position
whereas NCC, NRB and Premier bank are in the fifth position respectively in terms of inspections conducted
by FICSD.
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16. Statistics of complaints received by the branch offices of Bangladesh Bank (in the
financial year 2014-2015) :
Apart from the FICSD, 10 branch offices of Bangladesh Bank also deal with the complaints of the people or the
bank customers of their respective jurisdictions. They report to the FICSD about their activities by sending a
monthly statement containing the total number of complaints received, resolved and unresolved cases.
Summary of the statements of 10 branch offices of Bangladesh Bank in the financial year 2014-2015 is shown in
the following table-7:

Table-7 : Statistics of complaints received by the branch offices of Bangladesh Bank
Office

No. of Complaints Received

No. of Complaints Resolved

Chittagong

219

207

12

Sylhet

191

191

00

Rangpur

26

20

06

Barisal

11

08

03

Khulna

50

46

04

Mymensingh

06

04

02

Bogra

24

21

03

Rajshahi

24

20

04

Motijheel

05

05

00

Sadarghat

02

02

00

558

524

34

Total

Unsolved/Under Investigation

From the table-7, it is seen that among the 10 branch offices of Bangladesh Bank, CIPC of the Chittagong Office
dealt with highest number of complaints (219) in the financial year 2014-2015. The Sylhet office and the Khulna
office were in the second and third position respectively. The graphical picture of the above table-7 is given
below:

Figure-6 : Complaints dealt by the branch offices of Bangladesh Bank
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17. Some examples of success stories :
Story- 01
Complainant: Mrs. Most. Runa Laila
Subject: Returning of money of DPS by a State owned bank's kashimnagor branch of Habigonj.
Summary of the complaint: In 1994, Mrs Runa Laila opened a 20-year DPS account with monthly installment of
Tk. 200 in Kashimnagor branch of a state owned commercial bank and after regular deposit of installments for
more than 15 years she failed to deposit the remaining installments due to her illness. In 2002, she took a loan
amounting to Tk 36,000 against the DPS. Failing to repay the loan timely, she requested the bank branch to
adjust her loan-liability from the DPS and to return to her the remaining balance after adjustment. But the
branch didn't take the application seriously and after passing long time the branch adjusted the principal
amount of the DPS along with interest of the outstanding loan amount and also served a notice to the customer
to repay an additional amount of Tk. 79,000 to adjust the loan in full. Mrs. Runa Laila complained that if the bank
would have adjusted her loan in time she would have got back an amount of almost Tk. 40,000 from the bank
after full adjustment of the loan.
Action taken by Bangladesh bank: Bangladesh Bank, Sylhet Office conducted a special inspection on the
basis of aforesaid complaint. According to their inspection report, it was proved that, if the bank would have
adjusted the loan by the DPS amount timely Mrs. Laila would have got back an amount of Tk. 37,230 after
adjustment of the loan. So the bank was instructed to return the amount to Mrs. Laila immediately and take
departmental actions against the relevant officials for negligence of their duties. Accordingly, the bank returned
the amount to Mrs. Laila and realized the unadjusted loan amount from the concerned officials of the bank.

Story- 02
Complainant: Mr. Md. Moinul Islam (Khasru), Chairman, Sylhet Opulence (Pvt.) Ltd.
Subject: Embezzlement of Tk. 3.00 crores from the account of a customer by a Private Commercial Bank of Sylhet.
Summary of the complaint: Mr. Md. Moinul Islam (Khasru), Proprietor of Sylhet Opulance (Pvt.) Ltd applied for
a loan of Tk. 7.00 crore to a private commercial bank to construct a residential hotel in his own property.
Primarily, the bank sanctioned Tk. 2.5 crore and assured to sanction the rest amount gradually. After proper
investment of the amount he requested the bank to sanction the remaining amount of Tk. 4.50 crore to
complete the works of the project. Accordingly the bank sanctioned Tk. 3.05 crore by completing all formalities
swiftly and transferred the amount to the customer's account. But Mr. Khasru couldn't withdraw the money from
the account. He complained that before taking the loan he had to keep few self-signed blank and undated
cheques in the bank as collateral of the loan. In the same day of disbursement of the loan some dishonest
officials have withdrawn and embezzled of Tk 3.00 crore using four cheques out of those cheques kept to the
bank's custody as collateral.
Action taken by Bangladesh Bank: Bangladesh Bank Sylhet office conducted a special inspection on the issue
and found the justification of the complaint. In the inspection, it was revealed that a loan amount of tk 3.05
crore was credited to the current account of Sylhet Opulence (Pvt.) Ltd on 30/12/2012 but without the consent
of Mr. Khasru Tk 3.00 crore the amount was withdrawn by the name of the ex-branch manager (dismissed) using
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those cheques kept as collateral in the bank. In the same day and within an hour after close of the banking hour
some default loan balance of other firms of the branch was adjusted by the amount. All these were happened
with the collusion of concerned branch manager, ex-branch manager (dismissed) and the regional head of the
bank. Therefore, the managing director of the bank was advised to return the embezzled amount of Tk. 3.00
crore along with up-to-date interest to the customer and to take the administrative disciplinary action against
the officials involved in this irregularity. Accordingly, bank returned the money with interest (Tk. 4,45,33,333.33)
and took necessary disciplinary actions against those officials.

Story- 03
Complainant: Mr. Mahbub-Ar-Rahman, 1/D, 5/33 (1st Floor), Mirpur, Dhaka-1216.
Subject: Deduction of money through deceptive and illegal means from the 50+ savings account of Mr.
Mahbub-Ar-Rahman maintaining with the Shaymoli branch of a private commercial bank.
Summary of the complaint: Mr. Mahbub-Ar-Rahman used to maintain a 50+ savings account with the
Shaymoli branch of a private commercial bank. He complained that the branch had deducted Tk.4,103.33 from
his account through an entry headed " Excess interest reverse of year 2013 due to non-application of SB rule".
Mr. Mahbub was unable to understand the entry and wanted to know the details from the branch manager. The
manager explained that according to the instruction of a circular of June, 2014 they deducted the excess profit
from the accounts which was credited in 2013. Being unconvinced with such explanation Mr. Mahbub
considered that the bank had deducted his hard-earned money illegally and fraudulently and so he wrote a
letter to the bank asking a remedial action thereof. Nonetheless, the bank did not reply to his letter. At last, Mr.
Mahbub lodged a complaint to the Bangladesh Bank expecting quick remedies and urged them to investigate
the matter with a view to refunding his hard-earned money from the bank.
Action taken by Bangladesh Bank: To justify the authenticity of the complaint, FICSD sought opinion of the
bank on the issue. The bank replied that the problem was occurred due to the system error while migrating
from "Pcbank2000" to "Bank Ultimus" banking system on 2010. Bank deducted Tk.4076.16 as the interest on the
savings account only for the year 2013 which was paid in excess mistakenly. However, FICSD deeply reviewed
the case and found some gross violation in the interest calculation procedure of the account. The 50+ product is
a special savings scheme. But the bank calculated interest on this special scheme on the basis of "minimum
balance of the month" instead of applying "daily closing balance" method which is a special characteristic of the
scheme. Besides this, the interest rate was not applied correctly. The bank imposed a lower interest rate than the
applicable rate to the account from the beginning of the year 2013 which was not correct. From the reviews of
FICSD the complaint of Mr. Mahbub appeared to be true. Therefore, FICSD instructed the concerned bank to
recalculate the interest of all 50+ schemes including Mr. Mahbub's account and to refund/adjust total interest
amount to the concerned accounts. According to the instruction of FICSD, the bank returned the excess amount
of interest to all 50+ accounts.

Story- 04
Complaint: Mr. Aman Nanda, Prop.: Swastika Enterprise.
Subject: Complaint about misappropriation of advance remittance of a foreign importer Mr. Aman Nanda
fraudulently by the Kadamtali branch of a private commercial bank.
Summary of the complaint: A foreign importer, Mr. Aman Nanda sent an advance remittance of USD 2,700.00
in favor of a Bangladeshi exporter named Mariner's Corporation, Chittagong whose proprietor is Mr. Haider Khan
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to import Mobile PCBs. But Mr. Haider didn't export the goods, rather he forged the signature of Mr. Aman in the
contract documents and misappropriated the money fraudulently. The importer contacted with the
Bangladeshi exporter, but he refused to refund the money. In this matter Mr. Aman also contacted with the
concerned branch manager and the higher authority of the bank several times through email. But bank
authority didn't take any action against the exporter or branch manager. Exporter Mr. Haider confessed to the
importer that he had misappropriated the amount with the collusion of officials of the bank branch. He also
threatened that if Mr. Aman didn't stop complaining, he would never refund the money. Under the above
circumstances, Mr. Aman Nanda requested Bangladesh Bank to take necessary actions.
Action taken by Bangladesh Bank: Bangladesh Bank asked for opinion of the bank on the complaint. The
bank replied that Mariners Corporation, Chittagong had received the said advance remittance from the foreign
importer under a contract. But due to the political unrest, Mariners Corp. was unable to collect goods from
different sources and failed to export. In this situation, the importer cancelled the contract. It was the moral duty
of the exporter to return the money when he was unable to export the goods as per the contract. Moreover, as
the bank and customer both confessed regarding the receipt of the said advance remittance, the bank was
advised by this department over telephone to return the same to the importer. According to the advice of
FICSD, the bank communicated with the exporter and refunded the money to the foreign importer.

Story- 05
Complaint: Mst. Aleya Begum, Husband: Late Mr. Ashraf Ali, Peon, Village+P.O.: Velurpara, Upozila: Sonatola,
District: Bogra.
Subject: Non-payment of family pension and gratuity benefit to the nominee of a deceased employee by a
specialized bank.
Summary of the complaint: Mr. Ashraf Ali, Husband of Mrs. Aleya, was employed as a peon in the Zonal Office,
Bogra of a specialized bank. Suddenly, he was expired on 03/01/2014 on duty. He had nominated his wife, Aleya
Begum as the 100% nominee for all of his service benefits. But the bank didn't consider her as the nominee of
her deceased husband. They were unwilling to pay off the benefits and began to harass her in different ways.
According to the provision 3.01 of the circular of the Ministry of Finance with the latest amendments, Mrs. Aleya
claimed herself as the solely legal recipient of the service benefits of her husband and requested to the bank to
pay off those benefits to her accordingly.
Action taken by Bangladesh Bank: FICSD sought for the opinion of the bank on the issue. But the bank replied
that Mrs. Aleya Begum hadn't submitted application duly and completely to get the service benefits of her
deceased husband. So she was asked verbally to submit some other necessary documents. The bank could have
made payment of the pension and gratuity if they would have received the required papers from Mrs. Aleya.
However, the bank instructed her verbally to submit the documents. It was only an excuse of the bank. Besides
this, which type of documents were not submitted by Mrs. Aleya was not mentioned in their explanation.
Considering the above, the explanation of the bank was not accepted by the FICSD. After reviewing all those
points, the complaint appeared true. So, the bank was advised to make payment of all the dues to the nominee
of the deceased employee immediately. As per the instruction of FICSD, the bank paid all the dues to Mrs. Aleya.
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Story- 06
Complainant: Mr. Alim Uddin from Kanaighat, Sylhet.
Subject: Forgery of MTDR amounting to Tk. 40.00 lacs by a Private Commercial Bank's Kanaighat Branch, Sylhet.
Summary of the Complaint: Mr. Alim Uddin residing in UK purchased an MTDR (Mudaraba Term Deposit
Receipt) amounting to Tk. 40.00 lacs on 09.10.2011 from Kanaighat Branch, Sylhet of a private bank with the
advice of the former manager and another officer of the branch named Mr. Mahbubur Rahman. Mr. Alim Uddin
was provided with a photocopy of the said MTDR by the above-mentioned two officers informing him that the
original script will be preserved in the bank branch. They also kept few signed but blank cheques of the savings
account of Mr. Alim Uddin maintained with the branch. Keeping faith on Mr. Mahbubur Rahman, as he was
known to Mr. Alim Uddin, he went abroad. After some days, he came back and went to the branch to know
about his MTDR. The new manager informed him that there was no money in his MTDR account. Then he
checked the statement of the accounts and found that the money of the MTDR as well as of his savings account
were transferred to another account. He suspected that the officers of the bank misappropriated the money of
his account. He applied to Bangladesh Bank, Sylhet Office to get his money back describing the facts.
Actions Taken by Bangladesh Bank: It was revealed from the investigation of Bangladesh Bank, Sylhet office
that a false loan amounting to Tk 32.00 lacs was created against the MTDR of Mr. Alim Uddin on 09.10.2011. Then
the money of the loan account was transferred to the savings account of Mr. Alim Uddin. On the same day, using
the blank cheques taken earlier from Mr. Alim Uddin, the amount (Tk. 32.00 lacs) was transferred from his
savings account to the another account of M/S Haque Traders, the proprietor of which Mr. Hossain Ahmed who
is a relative of Mr. Mahbubur Rahman. From the money thus deposited to the account of Haque Traders, an
amount of Tk. 12.10 lacs was transferred to the accounts of the family members (father, brother, uncles etc.) of
Mr. Mahbub and an amount of Tk. 19.33 lacs was withdrawn by the name of the company itself. Besides, a loan
amounting to Tk. 4.00 lacs was sanctioned keeping the same MTDR as lien against an undated false application
of Mr. Alim Uddin. The loan amount was transferred to another account instead of crediting it to the savings
account of the Mr. Alim Uddin and was also transferred to the account of M/S Haque Traders.
As the matter of embezzlement of the MTDR was proved, the concerned bank was instructed to return the
money of the MTDR with profit to Mr. Alim Uddin and to take appropriate punitive actions against the officers
involved in the fraudulent activities. According to the instruction, the bank credited the amount against the
MTDR along with up to date interest to the savings account of Mr. Alim Uddin and took administrative actions
against the officers involved.

Story- 07
Complainant: Mr. Sayad Jobayer Hossain
Subject: Paying back the amount of Tk. 6.10 lacs deposited against purchase of mortgaged property of a
defaulting client of a private commercial bank's local office.
Summary of the complaint: Mr. Sayed Jobayer participated in a tender 07/11/2010 invited by a private
commercial bank to purchase the mortgaged property of a defaulting client of the bank named M/s Durby and
as the highest bidder he deposited Tk. 6.10 lacs to the local office of the bank within the stipulated time. Later,
Mr. Jobayer Hossain, after collecting the documents of the property from bank branch, went to the site and
found that the whole property was already sold by the successors/owners before getting the ownership by the
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mortgagor/client of the bank. The property was never been under the possession of the mortgagor/client. As
the ownership of the said property was conflicting, Mr. Jobayer Hossain several times submitted applications to
the bank to get back the money deposited to the bank branch against the property. But he did not get any
positive response from the bank. Finding no other way, he lodged a complaint to the FICSD of Bangladesh Bank
asking help in this regard.
Actions Taken by Bangladesh Bank: As per the complaint FICSD sought opinions/ explanations from the
concerned bank. After analyzing the opinions and documents of the bank the complaint appeared to be true.
Then, according to the instruction of Bangladesh Bank the concerned bank returned the amount (BDT
6,10,000.00) to Mr. Jobayer Hosasain.

Story- 08
Complainant: D.T. Overseas Ltd.
Subject: Non-payment of buying commission by a private commercial bank.
Summary of the complaint: The D.T. Overseas Ltd., being a buying house, transferred an Export LC of USD
1,48,347.60 to Tandem Sweater Ltd., a customer of a private commercial bank's principal branch. The amount of
buying commission was USD 29,669.52 which was later reduced to USD 15,000.00 due to amendment of LC and
cancellation of some buying orders by the buyer. The buying commission was due to be paid to the D.T.
Overseas Ltd. by the bank branch after receiving the concerned export proceeds of Tandem Sweaters Ltd. But
the bank was not paying the buying commission to the D.T. Overseas Ltd. even though the export proceeds
against the transferred export LC was received. Then the D.T. Overseas Ltd. contacted with the bank branch and
head office several times but finding no results they requested Bangladesh Bank to take necessary steps in this
regard.
Actions taken by Bangladesh Bank: The bank was instructed to make payment of the buying commission
immediately and take punitive actions against the responsible officer for such delay of paying commission.
Finally, the concerned branch paid the buying commission and reprimanded and warned the concerned officer.

Story- 09
Complainant: Banga Milers Ltd.
Subject: Paying back of Tk.20.00 lac to the original owner Banga Milers Ltd. embezzled by the client of a private
commercial bank.
Summary of complaint: A bank issued a cheque book in favour of their client named Banga Milers Ltd. on
11/02/2013 and one of the issued cheque numbers was 3045150. The Unique Renewable Energy Bangladesh, a
client of another bank, deposited the aforesaid cheque to their account no: 102-0210000164 in the same bank
to withdraw Tk. 23,53,575/- fraudulently by writing down Bangla Milers Ltd. instead of Banga Milers Ltd. The
collecting bank sent the scan copy of the cheque to the paying bank. As the account number was right, dealing
officer of the central clearing department of the paying bank honored the cheque and the cheque amount of
Tk. 23,53,575/- was deposited to the mentioned account of collecting bank being cleared through Bangladesh
Automated Clearing House. Banga Milers Ltd. informed the paying bank on 19/03/2014 that they did not issue
the cheque in favor of the Unique Renewable Energy Bangladesh and the original cheque was lying at their
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possession. The paying bank requested the collecting bank to stop the payment of the account and also
requested to return the deposited amount of Tk. 23,53,575/- to them. But in the morning of 19/03/2014, the
fraud-group withdrew most of the amount (Tk.20,50,000/-). Consequently, a letter was sent to the Anti
Corruption Commission (ACC) by the paying bank to take necessary measures and the concerned dealing
officer of the central clearing department was temporarily suspended.
Action taken by Bangladesh Bank: Necessary information on the issue was collected from the collecting bank
by the FICSD. At the end of the review, it was observed that the client of the collecting bank named The Unique
Renewable Energy Bangladesh withdrew an amount of Tk. 20,50,000/- from the account of paying bank's client
named Banga Milers Ltd. by means of forging a cheque. In this regard, the collecting bank was advised by the
FICSD through different letters at different dates to take necessary measures to return the money of the forged
cheque to its genuine owner. Consequently, the collecting bank stopped the increment of the present and the
former manager for one year, issued a Letter of Reprimand to the former Deputy Manager, issued a Letter of
Caution to the dealing officer of cheque clearing and returned Tk. 20.00 Lac to the paying bank by issuing a pay
order lodging a General Diary against the Unique Renewable Energy Bangladesh (later it was formed as a case
in the court) and the amount was deposited in the account of Banga Milers Ltd accordingly.
In this context, it was possible to get back the embezzled money of Tk. 20.00 Lac of the client of paying bank
due to the timely intervention of the FICSD.

Story- 10
Complainant: Mr. Muinuddin Al-Husainy, former General Manager of Uttara Bank Ltd. now residing in USA,
Subject: Adjustment of loan by an unlawful encashment of MTDR and harassment by means of demanding
different information by a private commercial bank.
Summary of the complaint: Mr. Muinuddin Al-Husainy, former General Manager of Uttara Bank Ltd, was
residing in USA. In 2011, he opened a savings account and two MTDR (Mudaraba Term Deposit Receipt)
accounts of Tk. 17.00 lac and Tk. 06.00 lac. After that he availed a loan of Tk. 08 lac from the bank keeping the
MTDRs lien with the bank. Both MTDRs were auto renewable in nature and it was under condition that the profit
of the MTDRs would be transferred to his loan account for adjusting the loan dues. As the bank did not follow
his instruction of transferring the profit of MTDRs to the loan account, he requested the bank several times over
telephone for executing his request. But the bank did not care to his request, rather they adjusted the entire
loan amount through encashment of MTDRs in 2014 and the rest amount of MTDR was credited to the client's
savings account. For this, he suffered a huge financial loss. Though the matter was informed to the bank, they
did not give any answer to him; rather they e-mailed him demanding some information and also threatened to
convey his bank account position to IRS of USA. So, the client lodged a complaint to FICSD to get remedies from
the above anomaly.
Action taken by Bangladesh Bank: When FICSD sought opinion of the concerned bank on the complaint, they
informed that the profit of both MTDR accounts were transferred to his savings account automatically as per the
written instruction of the client on MTDR accounts opening form. The respective client would request the bank
officials time to time over telephone to transfer the profit of the MTDRs from his savings account to loan
account and the bank executed his instructions as per his telephonic request only. As there was no written
instruction of the client to transfer the profit amount, the bank didn't put any auto instruction facility in the
computer system to do that. Besides, the loan became overdue and the branch got several reminder letters
from their head office to regularize the loan. Accordingly, the branch also issued several letters to the client at
his residence in Bangladesh but got no response from the client's end. So the branch took such initiative of
adjustment of the overdue loan. On the other hand, they claimed that the branch had no official information on
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the issue that the concerned client was living abroad. As the client availed of the loan facility keeping two
MTDRs lien, the bank did not allow the loan to be bad/loss. When FICSD again informed the issue to the
concerned bank, they instantly communicated to the client after receiving the complaint from FICSD and
reinvestigated the issue. Finally, they credited a total amount of Tk 31,494.24/- to his savings account calculating
at the rate applicable to MTDR on the rest amount after adjustment of the loan. This is how a complaint was
resolved and a client got his deposited money back due to proactive initiative of the FICSD.

18. Thanks Letters received from the Customers :
i. Md. Ariful Islam
"The problem is that when I applied for PIN reset to Dutch-Bangla Bank that was November month. They said
that they will solve this within 1 week. But 1 month has passed I didn't get solution. So I complained to you. Last
week I received a message in my mobile phone in which the bank asked me to contact with them. So, I
contacted and my problem was solved.
Thank you very much Bangladesh Bank. You are real friend of people."
ii. Md. Anawar Hossain Sumon
"I had a complaint against BRAC Bank regarding double deduction of 3000tk for one time withdrawn of 3000tk
on 28th December. Firstly, I complained to Standard Chartered Bank and after necessary investigation they
replied to me "according to Brac Bank I have withdrawn 3000tk on the same day same time (28th Dec'14)". I was
not satisfied with their reply and I was confident enough that I have not withdrawn 3000tk twice on 28th
December. So, I complained to you. But now I am satisfied with your reply that on 27th December I withdraw
3000tk on 8:30pm which was adjusted on 28th December. So, I want to withdrew my complain of double
deduction. As I have withdrawn 3000tk on 27th December, here I am declaring that I don't have any complain of
double deduction against BRAC Bank, M.K. Jessore.
Thank you very much for your kind cooperation and support."
iii. Premier cement mills Ltd.
“We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of Pay Order from Bangladesh Commerce Bank Ltd., Bangsal Branch,
Dhaka against encashment of Unconditional bank guarantee no. 01/12 on account of M/S Siddique Trading.
Apparently, it was not possible without your kind intervention in the said object.
We appreciate you for great cooperation and hope the same in future.”
iv. M Mahbub Ullah
“Thank you very much for your kind support for pushing the LC issuing Bank for my long pending payments,
from which we have received our payment. We sincerely appreciate your kind co-operation and effort in this
regard, because, we found the Customer/LC Opening bank's unwillingness or delaying the payments
unnecessarily.
Your kind co-operation has been highly appreciated. Thanking you again.”
v. China Eastwing Corp. Ltd.
“Have a nice day!
This email is for thanks for your help, we got this payment by this morning!
Just want to say thanks to you!”
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vi. Tarun Mazumder
“Thanks for your support.
Earlier I requested to resolve one card discrepancy issue. Finally, UCBL has provided NOC letter with accepting
my claim. Here I have attached NOC letter.
Please withdraw all obligations due to this discrepancy.”
vii. Syed Mahbub Ahmad
"This refers to my complaint to you against BRAC Bank for a mysterious interest charge against my credit card #
****-****-****-**16.
The bank has waived this unusual interest charge and accordingly I have already paid off their dues. Thank you
very much for your cooperation.”
viii. Sabbir Khan
“In connection with the complaint forwarded as below, I would like to inform you that the matter has been
settled satisfactorily with prime bank Ltd. As such, I have no complaint against the bank. This is for your kind
information and necessary steps please.”
ix. Rokibul Liton
“Good afternoon.
Thanks for your kind helping hand.
Today 5:30 pm DBBL solved my problem. Now I am using my previous hardware token and internet banking.
Now all are Ok. Thanks to Bangladesh Bank help center.”
x. H. M. Ashraful Arefeen
“Previously I had sent a complaint against Dutch Bangla Bank. Now they have contacted with me and have
solved my problem.
Thank you for your co-operation.”

19. Conclusion :
The Financial Integrity and Customer Services Department (FICSD), which was established as a new department
in 2012, has undoubtedly proved its worth by successfully achieving the goals for which it was established.
There is no denying the fact that the department has been able to fulfill the desired need of banking and
financial services to the people to a great extent by solving almost fifteen thousand complaints as well as
answering thousands of queries. FICSD is now familiar to the customers of banking industry. Now people hold a
positive attitude towards FICSD for its quick problem solving trend. So to honor the belief and expectation of
the people FICSD will continue its endeavor to develop the standard of banking services of the country to
international level. In addition to that, by circulating comprehensive 'Guidelines for Customer Services and
Complaint Management' in this fiscal year, awareness has been developed amongst the customers and bankers,
institutional structure has been developed in the banks for complaint management etc. It can be expected that
these guidelines will help maintain a minimum standard of customer services and side by side bring a discipline
and uniformity in the financial service sector. The role and success of CSD in protecting customers' interests in
the banking sector is remarkable. As a humanitarian bank, the present position of the Central Bank as well as the
role of CSD of FICSD is mostly complementary to ombudsman in the financial sector.
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